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What Is BigDL?

- Distributed deep learning framework for Apache Spark*.

- Feature parity with popular deep learning frameworks
  - E.g., Caffe, Torch, Tensorflow, etc.

- High performance
  - Powered by Intel MKL and multi-threaded programming

- Efficient scale-out
  - Leveraging Spark for distributed training & inference

Github: github.com/intel-analytics/BigDL
http://software.intel.com/bigdl
Run as standard Spark Programs

Goal: Make deep learning more accessible to big data users and data scientists

• **No changes** to the Spark or Hadoop clusters needed

Iterative

• Each iteration of the training/inference runs as a Spark job

Data parallel

• Each Spark task runs the same model on a subset of the data (batch)
Why BigDL?

Production ML/DL system is **Complex and Distributed.**

Spark-based Deep Learning library is a natural fit

---

Figure 1: Only a small fraction of real-world ML systems is composed of the ML code, as shown by the small black box in the middle. The required surrounding infrastructure is vast and complex.

"Hidden Technical Debt in Machine Learning Systems",
Google, NIPS 2015 Paper

https://github.com/intel-analytics/BigDL
Why BigDL

BigDL: Run deep learning on Big Data platform

Outstanding features

- Massively distributed
- Fault tolerance
- Elasticity
- Dynamic resource sharing
- ...

https://github.com/intel-analytics/BigDL
Build a distributed image prediction pipeline on Spark using BigDL

https://github.com/intel-analytics/BigDL
Read from Distributed Cluster

- Read Folder
- Read Apache Parquet
- RDD

ImageFrame

https://github.com/intel-analytics/BigDL
Vision Library on top of OpenCV

Pascal VOC data sets (http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk/pascal/VOC/)
Data Loading and Pre-processing Pipeline

```
// read distributed images and perform preprocessing
val distImageFrame = DataFrame.read(folder, sc) ->
  BytesToMat() -> Resize(300, 300) ->
  MatToFloats(meanRGB = Some(123, 117, 104))
```

https://github.com/intel-analytics/BigDL
Model Zoo

Image Classification
- Inception
- Resnet
- VGG
- MobileNet
- Alexnet
- DenseNet
- SqueezeNet

Object Detection
- SSD (Single Shot Multibox Detector)
  - VGG
  - MobileNet
- Faster-RCNN
  - VGG
  - PvaNet

https://github.com/intel-analytics/BigDL
Image Recognition and Object Detection

Pascal VOC data sets (http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk/pascal/VOC/)

https://github.com/intel-analytics/BigDL
Object Detection Video Demo

https://github.com/intel-analytics/analytics-zoo/blob/master/apps/ssd/SSD.ipynb
Load model

TensorFlow → Caffe → BigDL → torch

https://github.com/intel-analytics/BigDL
Load model

// load BigDL model
val model = Module.loadModule(path)
// load caffe model
val modelCaffe = Module.loadCaffeModel(caffeDefPath, caffeModelPath)
// load tensorflow model
val modelTF = Module.loadTF(graphFile, inputs, outputs, byteOrder, binFile)
// load torch model
val modelTorch = Module.loadTorch(path)
Build a distributed image prediction pipeline on Spark using BigDL

```scala
val distImageFrame = ImageFrame.read(folder, sc) -> preprocessor
val model = Module.loadModule(path)
model.predict(distImageFrame)
distImageFrame.save(outPath)
```
Problem

Large-scale image feature extraction

• Object detect (remove background, optional)
• Feature extraction

Application

• Similar image search
• Image Deduplication
Similar image search
Image Deduplication

HDFS

Feature data:
1, image_id
2, feature vector

SPARK
1, sampling & modeling
2, partitioning based on the mode according to similarity
3, do step 1 and 2 recursively until the size of leaf node is below the threshold bound
4, density based partitioning

Algorithm library
libcluster.so
Feature Extraction pipeline

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/xUckzbHK4K06-v5qUsaNOQ (Chinese)
https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/building-large-scale-image-feature-extraction-with-bigdl-at-jdcom (English)

Challenges of Large-Scale Processing in GPU Solutions

• Deploy deep learning inference application in GPU or FPGA is very expensive
  • GPU: The total count GPUs are much less than CPUs in our case. The most of GPUs are used to train models.
  • FPGA: requires a long life cycle to compile, test and deploy deep model to FPGA.

• Very complex and error-prone in managing large-scale GPU solutions in non-cluster mode
  • E.g., resource management and allocation, data partitioning, task balance, fault tolerance, model deployment, etc.

• Low parallelism in GPU solutions in cluster mode
  • GPU cores: 1 executor-cores and at most 4 num-executors are permitted due to limit of cards in case of 4 per server when using Caffe lib.
  • GPU memory: is very expensive and size is very limited.

http://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/xUckzbHK4K06-v5qUsaNOQ (Chinese)
https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/building-large-scale-image-feature-extraction-with-bigdl-at-jdcom (English)
Upgrade to BigDL + Xeon Solutions

- Reuse existing Hadoop/Spark clusters for deep learning with no changes
- Efficiently scale out on Spark with superior performance
  - 3.83x speed-up when running on ~24 Xeon servers vs. 20 K40 GPU cards
- Very easy to build the end-to-end pipeline in BigDL
  - Library of image transformation and augmentation based on OpenCV
    
    ```scala
    val preProcessor = BytesToMat() -> Resize(300, 300) -> ... 
    val transformed = preProcessor(dataRdd)
    ```
  - Loading pre-trained model (Caffe / Torch / TensorFLow)
    
    ```scala
    val model = SSDCaffeLoader.loadCaffe(
      caffeDefPath, caffeModelPath)
    ```
Pipeline Correctness

Almost same as Caffe GPU
Element-wise error < 0.001%
3.83x Speed up compared to GPU solution
Lessons

- OpenCV memory release
  - Be careful with operations with new OpenCV memory, e.g. split
- Deal with corrupted images
  - Mark them as invalid instead of job crash
Blogs

- In English: https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/building-large-scale-image-feature-extraction-with-bigdl-at-jdcom
- In Chinese: http://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/xUCkzbHK4K06-v5qUsaNQQ
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